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Topic: Efficient in-place iterations in MonetDB

The enormous growth of stored data continues to challenge our ability to efficiently process and

analyze data. Many analytical computations, ê.9., Markov chain algorithms or various types of

regressions, require a combination of operations from the relational algebra, operations form

the linear algebra, and iterations. A number of attempts have been made to tackle selected

combinations and aspects of these elements:

The Oracle UTL-NLA package [11] exposes selected BLAS and LAPACK operations on matri-

ces represented as VARRAYs. SimSQL [10] is parallel relational database system that adds

matrices as a new data type to support linear algebra operations. RMA [7] views relations

as matriòes enhanced with contextual information, and matrix operations can be applied to
dynamically defined parts of relations. SciDB [4] is an array database with linear algebra as

its main application. Rasdaman [1] is an array database system with declarative support for

managing large n-D arrays. RIOT tsl makes R programs liO-efficient with an array storage

manager and an engine for statistical operations. Ricardo [6] supports R programming on top

of Hadoop. SystemMl [3] compiles R-like scripts into hybrid plans with local and distributed

Spark operations. SystemDS [2] is an ML system for end-to.end data science with data in-

tegration, cleaning, preparation and model training, debugging and serving. AIDA [8] offers

a system level integration of MonetDB and Python with a shared address space to limit data

copying.
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The goal of this Master thesis is to implement explicit iterations over relations for which modern

database management systems do not offer efficient and scalable support. Current systems

support explicit iterations through either recursive SQL queries or loops in UDFs [9, 12]. Such

iterations, however, have not been designed for analytical purposes and the integration into

query trees and the query optimizer is limited. Specifically, iterations are implemented as

out-of-place loops that create new (temporary) tables in each step and have to repeatedly

allocate and free memory. Clearly, this is a major limitations for the implementation of iterative

algorithms.

The work includes the following tasks:

1. Extend MonetDB with iterations over relations:

(a) Design and implement in-place iterations over relations. Focus on a solution that

efficiently supports iterations that combine relational and linear algebra operations.

The iterations shall be integrated into the query tree and the query optimization

process, and its components shall be accessible to the optimizer.

(b) Empirically evaluate the properties of the proposed solution.

2. Propose and implement representative cross-algebra optimization rules that include re-

lational and linear algebra operations and iterations over relations.

3. Write a thesis (approximately 50 pages).

4. Present your thesis in a DBTG meeting.
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